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1. Introduction  
 

Everyone includes a dream to start out a corporation. 

However in today‟s environment/world competition is 

additional to induce resources like funds, manpower, etc., as 

a result of this, several graduates like better to take part in 

established entities agency square measure attracting them 

with six digits earnings. However, some folks square 

measure taking it as a challenge and changing into 

entrepreneurs. First, they thought funding could be a 

massive downside later they came to understand that 

obtaining gifted folks is incredibly a lot of tough why as a 

result of the provision of gifted a folk is scarce and that they 

aren't willing to affix in start-ups. A start-up company (start-

up or start-up) is an associate degree entrepreneurial venture 

that is usually a freshly emerged, invasive business that aims 

to fulfil a marketplace would like by developing or giving 

associate degree innovative product, method or service. A 

start-up is typically a corporation like a tiny low business, a 

partnership or a company designed to apace develop an 

ascendable business model. In today‟s business surroundings 

retentive talent has become additional vital than ever. Rising 

from a recession means opportunities square measure on the 

up and for several businesses an accomplishment drive is 

back on the agenda. This provides star performers the 

chance to seem elsewhere and retentive this staffs becomes a 

vital task for the business. This attraction and retention 

square measure terribly tough in start-ups. It‟s tough to 

search out appropriate gifted folks as a result of sometimes 

they're paid with handsome packages by MNCs or massive 

companies and their threshold for not change of integrity 

start-ups is pretty high. “Take our twenty best folks removed 

from the U.S.A. and that I will tell you that Microsoft would 

be associate degree unimportant company”----Bill gates its 

associate degree secret that talent accessibility is among the 

most important challenges that Indian start-ups face 

nowadays. And, this challenge stems from two facts; one, 

that we tend to still understand operating during a start-up as 

another (less successful) career path, and two, there‟s a real 

lack of staff UN agency possess the proper skills to figure 

during a specific domain (a ideal being, dearth of knowledge 

analysts and of individuals trained in Python – a much-

needed programming skill). Start-up's square measure 

essential are two types. One that starts one thing ground up, 

and one other thing that nobody has considered and is 

commonly groundbreaking. This sort of start-up is tough to 

form however once created usually sees unprecedented 

growth. The second quite start-ups that we tend to see 

around the U.S.A. is primarily those that don't need to 

reinvent the wheel. They‟re corresponding to adding the 

recent sauce during a new dish to form one thing new and 

innovative. 

2. Review of Literature  
 

Start-ups face challenges like funding, team-building, 

emendation additionally to attracting talent at a really early 

stage. However the toughest challenge sweet-faced by start-

ups is attracting gifted professionals.  

 

As expressed by Mr. Atul Pratap Singh, MD, disapproval 

and Communication, V Spark whole, “In the start, i believed 

that funding to be one amongst the crucial aspects for any 

bourgeois. However the instant I started my firm, I found 

that obtaining the proper talent for your organization, 

particularly after you square measure a brand new entrant, 

was a challenge”. “The major challenge is finding someone 

with the motivation to figure during a start-up.  

 

Ability comes later,” says Rohit Shroff, chief executive 

officer & co-founder, Holidify. “It could be a well-known 

proven fact that hiring and retentive technical talent could be 

a powerful task. 

 

Constant is true for promoting talent further,” reveals Nilesh 

Patel, UN agency heads lead and task management start-up, 

Lead square. “We, for instance, estimate of home – it‟s 

cheaper, easier and relaxed, and it extremely creates a sense 

of community. Similarly, folks have left U.S.A. when 

obtaining a proposal from MNCs.”Perks fully play an 

enormous role in however we tend to square measure ready 

to recruit during a hot market”.  

 

3. Objectives of the Study 
 

1) To examine the recruitment and retention importance 

2) To examine the start up challenges and opportunity 

3) To find out the relationship between challenges and 

opportunity with recruitment and retention   

 

4. Methodology  
 

The methodology of this study is based on secondary data. 

This study is principally centred on talent management in 

start-ups. This study was done supported Secondary 

information that is collected through journals, revealed 

articles, internet, and numerous magazines. 

 

Model of Talent Management Process 

Talent management refers to the abilities of attracting 

extremely complete staff, integration new staff, and 

developing and retentive current staff to fulfil current and 

future business objectives. Talent may be found in associate 

degree worker in numerous forms that can be within the 

variety of their instructional qualifications and skills, 
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previous expertise, famed strengths or further coaching they 

need undertaken. It may even be their skills, potentials and 

motive, qualities or temperament. Understanding the 

Requirement: It is the propaedeutic stage and plays an 

important role within the success of the entire method. The 

most objective is to work out the necessity of talent. The 

most activities of this stage square measure developing 

employment descriptions and job specifications. Sourcing 

the Talent is the second stage of a talent management 

method that involves targeting the simplest talent of the 

business. Sorting out folks per the necessity is that the main 

activity. Talent Attraction: Attracting talent is incredibly 

crucial to the strength and overall success of a business. 

Attracting the proper folks to business depends on being 

perceived as associate degree leader choice- particularly at 

the chief level. However, to draw in the simplest folks for 

the business, a firm ought to analyze its structure 

competencies. Numerous ways square measure followed by 

businesses to draw in talent like produce a positive work 

surroundings, build a company‟s name, supply a competitive 

earnings package. Recruit and choose the simplest Talent: 

The actual method of hiring starts from here. This is often 

the stage once folk‟s square measure willing to use for and 

settle for the task offers. Sourcing focuses on distinctive 

fascinating folks and finding ways that to succeed in them; 

recruiting converts these folks into actual candidates. The 

choice method is useful to the business to pick out the 

proper talent at the proper time for the proper job. Talent 

Deployment: Deployment involves distribution talent to 

acceptable jobs and roles within the organization. The 

preparation of latest talent and therefore the re-deployment 

of existing staff PRN square measure each relevant to 

optimally investing associate degree organization‟s talent. 

Talent Development: Developing abilities square measure 

an important step of the talent management method. 

Developing abilities involves stretching the capabilities of 

staff by creating optimum utilization of their competencies 

and skills for increased performance. This needs the supply 

of making learning surroundings wherever staff square 

measure enabled through structure and self-learning 

processes. Talent Retention: Retention refers to what 

percentage staffs sticks around over a given amount of your 

time. Retention of human resources suggests that making an 

enormous image of organizations as „Great place to Work‟ 

and facilitating opportunities for total learning, growth 

associate degree wholesome development of individuals in 

an organisation in its try towards excellence and price 

creation through human capital. This is accomplished by 

guaranteeing acceptable policies, tools, and techniques for 

optimum utilization and retention of competent personnel.  

 

5. Finding & Suggestion 
 

1) Flexibility Proper work surroundings, flexibility are that 

the things start-ups can supply, offers, can give to the 

talent that cannot offer by massive firms. Let the staff 

work versatile timings goodbye as work gets done. 

Explore the chances of permitting work-from-home 

policies for workers with real wants.  

2) Chance for skilled development: The best talent is 

attracted and impelled by the opportunities that square 

measure helpful to grow their skilled careers. Start-ups 

square measure making such opportunities to find out the 

maximum amount as doable. This plays an important 

role within the development of talent further because the 

company. This facilitates worker retention. 

3) Additional interaction with senior employers Start-ups 

gives the simplest place for the staff to figure and share 

their innovative ideas with senior employers. It results in 

produce congenial work surroundings within the 

company. It‟ll be useful for information sharing between 

staff. 

4) Build a company‟s mission and vision. Founding father 

of the corporate ought to set a long vision and share with 

their current and potential staff within the optimum 

means. This plays an important role to draw in and 

convert the talent to return and work for the corporate.  

5) Rent your admirers. Hiring admirers suggests that hiring 

those that can take possession inside the corporate and, 

as a result, can work tougher than regular staff. Also, 

these folks square measure nice for viva-voce promoting. 

If they really fancy operating for your start up, they're 

going to tell their friends however nice it's to figure for 

you and eventually, these friends can need to figure for 

you further. If your fans don't have the proper skills for 

your start-up, you would possibly take into account 

finding an area for them anyway. 

6) Making the whole People trust the whole instead of a 

product and happy to affix the corporate with a 

trustworthy whole to curve their future. It‟s simple to 

draw in talent by making a widespread whole. Most staff 

supposes that the whole helps stability within the 

company and happy regarding their employment with the 

corporate in society. it's simple to induce investment and 

support for the wide unfold whole.  

7) Be clear while recruiting talent for a grip in start-up, be 

real regarding the role, the corporate, and therefore the 

compensation. Although you would possibly be tempted 

to gloss over company details and inflate the numbers, 

your candour are a refreshing amendment for the 

candidate and can be a lot of appreciated by him.  

 

6. Conclusion 
 

There are end number challenges & opportunities in current 

scenario we trying to over through various practices rules 

and responsibilities amend. Need to understand the 

employee‟s prospectus as well as they needs to coordinate 

with employer for the better relationship. Management can 

take several step for making comfortable work scenario for 

employees.  
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